Proper usage of vehicle safety devices

1. Fire extinguisher
Generally, it is a 5kg dry powder fire extinguisher, which is located in the right rear
side of the seat in the cab and is placed and stuck in the annular hoop. When the
vehicle is on fire, take it out quickly to put out the fire.
Method of application：
1）Lift the fire extinguisher from the hoop by holding the handle with your right
hand.
2）Carry a fire extinguisher to the point of ignition and observe the fire. Drop the
extinguisher at a distance of 2-3 meters from the fire source. If you are outside,
spray from the upwind direction.
3）Turn the fire extinguisher upside down several times before using it.
4）Pull off the safety pin, pull out the safety, holding the nozzle by the left hand at
the root of the flame, holding the press handle by the right hand and dry powder is
out. At the same time, swing the nozzle the left hand properly, so that the gas across
the whole flame root, and gradually forward.
5）In case of multiple open flames, move position round the bursting flame until the
flame is completely extinguished and no open fire is left to prevent reignition.

2. Safety Hammer
Been Located in the upper left corner of the glass on the right side of the cab, once
the driver was trapped in the cab and could not get out, so he used a safety hammer
is been used to break the glass.
1）Pick up the safety hammer and hit the four corners of the tempered glass. Do not
hit the middle of the glass, which is the strongest.
2）If the glass has a film, glass will not fall off immediately after breaking, use the foot
to open the peel.
3）After the glass fell off, he should get out of the cab in time and move to a safe
place.

3. Safety support
Located on both sides of the sub-frame, the support rod is red which is used for
vehicle maintenance after the container is lifted, in order to prevent the container
from falling down suddenly and causing injuries.

4. Seat belt
1）Check the status of all seat belts regularly.
2）Keep your seat belt clean.
3）Do not allow foreign matters or liquids come into seat belts, lock tongues and seat
belt lock slots.
4）Do not clip or damage the seat belt and lock tongue.
5）Do not disassemble, change or repair your seat belt and seat belt fasteners.
6）Be sure to wear your seat belt correctly before each ride, and keep it properly
fastened during the ride.

